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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin the series of talks today, I am going to provide a broad overview of displaying qualitative data. I want to start by providing a sense and appreciation of what we are starting with. Here is an example of some in-depth interview data from a research study I conducted on the lived experience of suffering. This quote comes from a woman who describes the “grimness” of living with cancer.  



Well, getting grim is the 
tunnel effect where you’re 
just shuffling through day-
night, day-night. And there’s 
nothing. You lose a sense of 
wonder about living. ….  

The grimness is the 
relentlessness of the, you 
know, the crudeness of the 
cancer treatments and 
helplessness and in my case, 
more particular to me, it was 
just the loneliness. 
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Presentation Notes
Ultimately, our question in this panel is how do you display or represent this type of data? Certainly, we can keep it in its raw form and in some cases that is best, but we want to explore whether there are other ways to display or represent data like this that add value and/or increase understanding.



What are we talking about?  
 Definitions 

Overview 

  

Is this new?  
 Brief history  

What should you think about?  
 Considerations 
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Presentation Notes
In this talk, I focus on 3 things. First, I provide some definitional and background information. Second, I look at some examples of qualitative data visualization in the recent past to provide some context of what has been done in this area. And finally, I offer a few considerations as we move forward with visually representing qualitative data. 



What are we talking 
about?  

Flickr: Ross Mayfield 
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So first, what are we talking about when we say “designing or representing qualitative data”? 



What do we mean by visually representing 
or displaying qualitative data?  

Patterns 

Connections  

Processes 

Frequencies 

Trajectories  

Categorization 

Raw Text  

Transform  
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It’s taking raw text, and this can be from focus group data, to program or historical documents, to open-ended survey questions, observational notes, in-depth interviews, or other non-numerical data and transforming it into another, usually condensed form, to show patterns, connections, processes, and other dynamics.  The transformation might be shown as a model, matrix, graph, diagram or other figure.  



It might look like this:  
 
 

Parallel tag cloud* Graphic recording** 

*Collins, C. 2013  
** Dean-Coffey, J. 2013.(See 

“Graphic Recording,” New 
Directions for Evaluation. 
v40:Winter.p.47-67.) 
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Sometimes this transformation will be overtly visual. 



But it can also look like this:  
 
Theoretically-

based  Principle 
Excerpt of Principle Elements 

Evidence 
of 

Elements 

Evidence 
of 

Principles 

1. Field 
Experiences 
Explore 
Sociocultural 
Diversity 

The program provides carefully 
planned and varied field 
experiences that explore 
sociocultural diversity in schools 
and communities (Zeichner et al., 
1998, p. 168). 

1.1. Careful placement 
planning and monitoring 

 

 

1.2. Careful preparation for 
placement 

 

1.3. Placement site focused 
on culturally responsive 
teaching 

 

1.4. Reflection guided by 
culturally competent, 
relevant, responsive 
educators 

 

 Evident (at least one notable event/comment, all/most observations/interviews, all participants; OR more than one notable 
event/comment, most observations/interviews, most participants) 

 Partially evident (at least one notable event/comment, all or most participants)  
 Not evident/countervailing evidence (more than one notable event/comment that element is not present) (can coexist with other 

signals) 

 
Evidence matrix 

Henderson, S. and  E. Segal. 2013. “Visualizing 
Qualitative Data in Evaluation Research,” New 
Directions for Evaluation.139:53-71.   
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And other times it may be less visual and include text, but still the data are organized and displayed in a new, structured way. 



Why visualize? The text is so 
rich and informative.  

More clearly show patterns  

Increase the amount of data that can be 
shared 
 
Improve retention of information 
 

1 

2 

3 

Presenter
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A central question many qualitative researchers grapple with is why should we visualize this data? more clearly show patterns within a single case as well as between cases. A quote presents a point in time, how does that relate to other points? How does this single experience compare to other experiences? 2) increase the amount of data that can be shared. A good visual might be able to show 20 or even 100 cases rather than 5 or 10. 3) improve retention of information by presenting it in a structured way. A lot is going on with text data. It can be difficult to process and remember details. Visual displays can help highlight main points or themes. Presenting it in a visual form also uses a different part of the reader/audience’s brain. 



  Is this new?   

Flickr: Marlo Klingermann 
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With some of the new technology around data visualization, we can forget to reflect on what led up to it.  To get a sense of how researchers have displayed qualitative data in the past, I reviewed old journals. It was actually fairly difficult to find journal articles that used qualitative data in the early 20th century since as many of you are probably aware qualitative research as we know it today only really began in the mid to late 60s. The goal of looking back is to appreciate the logic of the visuals and see if we can draw inspiration from them. 



1947 

Cruickshank, W. M. “Qualitative analysis 
of intelligence test responses,” J of 
Clinical Psychology. V.3(4). 
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One of the earliest examples was from 1947. On the left are verbatim answers for explanations about how children solved a math question on an intelligence test. On the far right is an assessment of their logic and whether they got the answer right or wrong. This figure provides a nice example of using direct quotes from their data. Researchers were limited to typewriters and rulers to create their visuals in the mid 20th century. The information on the far right was displayed could be improved, however, so I provided a visually easier way to present the far right information. 
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1966 

Katz, D. and R.L. Kahn. The Social Psychology 
of Organizations. New York: Wiley.  
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In 1966, I found a model of how people came to take roles in organizations. The image is complicated but it inspired me to think of displaying processes not only as circular or linear but as a mix. 



1966 
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Surprisingly, I think it is more elegant and explanatory than some of the pre-designed powerpoint process slides. 



1972 

Gustafson, E. “Dying; The Career of the 
Nursing Home Patient,” J of Health and 
Social Behavior, v.13(3).  
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From 1972, we see an example of the comparison of two different processes or careers. I actually like the simplicity of this display, but it is so crowded that it is hard to interpret what is going on. The visual makes the idea look much more complicated than it actually is. 



Gustafson, E. “Dying; The Career of the 
Nursing Home Patient,” J of Health and 
Social Behavior, v.13(3).  

TB 
hospital 

Nursing 
home 

Death 

Timetable of events

Bargaining

Timetable of events

Bargaining
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Here is it with more spacing and color. It is a display that I think could be adapted to other times when two or more processes need to be compared. 



1980 
Louis, M. R. “Surprise and Sense Making: What 
Newcomers Experience in Entering Unfamiliar 
Organizational Settings,” Administrative Science 
Quarterly, v.25(2).  
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In 1980 we see a 3 dimensional box that shows the relationship between several themes. 



Louis, M. R. “Surprise and Sense Making: What 
Newcomers Experience in Entering Unfamiliar 
Organizational Settings,” Administrative Science 
Quarterly, v.25(2).  
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It can be challenging displaying the relationship between three themes. Now with modern technology and design principles this could have a little color or more visual clarity, but the logic of it is strong --Again I think better than current powerpoint defaults. 



1991 Morgan, D. G. and Laing, G. P. 
“The Diagnosis of Alzheimer’s 
Disease: Spouse’s 
Perspectives,” Qualitative Health 
Research, v1(3).  
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A final example is a model of diagnosing Alzheimer’s disease from 1991. You can see that visual quality of the models don’t get much better in the early nineties, but it also highlights the limits of the medium (journals). Many journals don’t allow color. They also may require specific fonts and only allow particular shapes. All of these can effect the quality of the visualization you are able to present. 



2000s 
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At the turn of the 21st century there were a number of developments that changed the possibility as well as the attention towards visually representing qualitative data. 1st qualitative analysis software was developed. The software did not initially have many visualization tools, but most of them now do have a wide range of approaches that allow researchers to display their qualitative data more easily. Second, around 2007 publically available programs began to show up on the internet that allowed researchers to visualize text data. So we started to see word clouds, word trees, and other stylistic ways to show qualitative data. Third, newspapers and magazines began to put more resources into infographics and other visual displays of information. And finally, methodological and data visualization books came out that had chapters specifically devoted to visualizing qualitative research. Most notably, Stephanie Evergreen’s newest book which has a chapter on this subject. 



60% matrices 
27% of qualitative 
articles “used some type of 
data display” (2007-09) 
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There was a 2013 article that examined how often qualitative articles used data displays. The authors looked at 3 qualitatiave journals from 2007 to 2009 and found that 27% of the qualitative articles used some type of data display. 60% were matrices or tables. So there is a lot of room to continue to explore and be more creative in this area. 



What should you think 
about?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Use or goal of the visual 
representation 

Consideration 1 

Analysis 
 

Exploration 
 

Reporting 
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All the data displays I have highlighted in this talk were for reporting because they came out of academic journals. You shouldn’t limit qualitative data visualizations to only reporting, however. Models, matrices and other forms of visualization are great tools for exploration and analysis as well. 



Level you want to display 
your data 
 

Consideration 2 
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With qualitative data, the visual you create can depend on how you use your text. 
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For example, some of qualitative visualizations rely on word counts or text mining. Others focus on visualizing at the sentence level. And most focus on visualizing themes. It is rare to see visualizations at the level of full narrative, but I think that area is ripe for exploration. 



Consideration 3 

Balance between text 
and summary 
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When creating a visualization, you need to think about how you are going to balance the qualitative text and summary of it. 



describe quantify/ 
summarize 
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The trend in most visualizations is toward the end of quantifying or summarizing the qualitative text. 



describe quantify quantify/ 
summarize 
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I think it is worth exploring how we might move the needle towards description?



Consideration 4 

Static vs Interactive 
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A fourth consideration is whether the visual will be static or interactive. There has been more effort in data visualization to move towards interactive visualizations. This can be challenging with qualitative visualizations because of the amount interpretation that goes into data points. 



Abramson, C. M. and D. Dohan. (2015). “Beyond Text: Using 
Arrays to Represent and Analyze Ethnographic Data,” 
Sociological Methodology. V.45(1):272-319.  
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Here is an example of a static heat map. 



Abramson, C. M. and D. Dohan. (2015). “Beyond Text: Using Arrays to 
Represent and Analyze Ethnographic Data,” Sociological 
Methodology. V.45(1):272-319.  
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They have made it interactive by adding quotes behind each of the cells in the heat map. As you can imagine it has taken a lot of time and effort to put a map like this together. 



Ode to qualitative data  
Oh, qualitative data 
Thick description 
Bringing forth experience and context,  
Forsaking numbers to nurture interpretation and nuance.  
 

I embrace your stories, 
Your anecdotes and tangential musings. 
 
 

I read and ponder in the grounded garden of your ideas 
Waiting for themes to emerge,  
Dizzied with possibilities. 
 

 
I am not saying goodbye 
Rather, welcoming a visual companion 
to complement your depth.  
 
 Qualitative data,  
Thick description,  
Hold steady as we move gently forward.  
 



Slide deck is 
available in the 
AEA public 
elibrary 

Contact: sthenderson@ucdavis.edu 
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